
Hoosier Axe Throwing, LLC (DBA: LumberjAXE) RULES

L - Leave the axe in the lane. Never take the axe outside of the lane perimeter.

U - Utilize your Axe Coach for questions, comments, concerns

M - Minors from the ages of 10 - 17 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian and
must have a signed waiver from that adult.

B - Beverages must be purchased from us. No outside beverages, alcoholic or non-
alcoholic, are permitted.

E - Examine your Axe before throwing and never throw an axe that’s damaged or has a
loose handle. Please let your Axe Coach know if your axe is damaged.

R - Reference the safety video
J - Juggling of axes is prohibited.
A - Always sign a waiver before participating in axe throwing.
X - X Marks the spot. Always throw from the safety line marked on the ground and
never cross the safety line until all axes have come to a complete stop.

E - Enjoy yourself!
T - Throw your axe at targets and only targets. You should never pretend to throw an
axe at someone or something other than your target either.

H - Halt your throwing until everyone is behind the safety line.
R - Roughhousing and Horseplay will NOT be tolerated. You will be asked to leave if
you participate in these activities.

O - One thrower per lane throwing at a time.

W -Wear closed-toed shoes when throwing the axe. This will not only provide you with
a stable base for throwing, but will also prevent you from being inured if you accidentally
drop the axe.

I - Intoxicated guests and throwers will be removed from the premises. Please arrive
sober and drink responsibly while here.

N - No Smoking or Vaping inside the venue. Please follow the Shops of Perry
Crossing’s rules in regards to smoking outside.

G - Grab axes by the handle, never by the head. Axes should be returned to their holder
on the lane and then picked up from that holder rather than handed off.


